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AS8 Deadline

Tuesday Deadline

Soon Thurs.’s.% is the deadline
in appil, at ions to
for turning
union for .vsti
the student
Harm-) Goldstein.
dor% Just let’.
psis personnel officer. has announced. Applicants are asked
intenlen schedto sign up for
uled for Thursday and Friday
froin 2,30 to 5:30. Also the posisecretion 4,f attorney general’s
tor% Is IM111:11)11% Goldstein said.

.tpplicallons for junior and
two graduate representatises to
student I.
il has keen e tended until 3:30 TuesdaN, ac canting to flarneN Goldstein,
ASH personnel officer.
Goldstein said inteniews are
scheduled for the following day
11 meeting
at the student f
3:30 p.m. hi the student union.
315 S. Ninth st.
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United Fund’azz Folk Songs
Asks SJSC Grid Game Features
To Aid Drive Stereophonic Cheers

San Jose State has been asked
to raise $11,500 from its faculty
.1 administration staff members
use in the United Fund cam starting Monday.
, he amount is an approximate
,f $1500 from last year’s

orrful

dtly

d
net of

.011

anird

WILLARD SAUNDERS
. . . Fund Coordinator

"Hey Daddy" will be sung by
Margie Brown.

HOFRRAI’ SCENE
The pre-game show will feature
the hofbrau scene from the "Gus
Lease Show." a musical kevue of
SJS students and faculty which
toured army camps during summer.
The 20-minute segment of the
show includes "The Drinking
Song" and "The Italian Street
Soni, lu i.ousalt.t Jan Chtton.

Carlos sts. at 6:15 p.m.. arriving
in time for the pre-game show.
Round-trip tickets are 20 cents
each.

PROGRAM
Program for the show is as
follows: Modern Arts Quintet fete turing James McDonald, Don
Chan, Bill King, James McIntyre,
and Bill Trimble: Berm Wyatt, a
folksong and calypso stylist; Joe
Teixeira, an accordionist: the Outlanders, Sharon Korhonen and
Paige Brownton, folksongs: and
the Formalairs. a male quartet of
"SPARTA PRESENTS"
Jazz, folk songs and a hofbrau David Lindstrom, Bob Cunningdrinking scene are among the fea- ham, Ken Hunter, and John
tures of "Sparta Presents," a show Worthington.
beginning at 6:45 p.m. in the
Students wearing white to the
Spartan stadium.
game will he allowed to sit in the
A new program this semester, reserved cheering section on the
"Sparta Presents" does not re. 50-yard line, said Kathy Lynes,
place half-time activities, which Rally committee publicity chairwill go under the theme of "Gay man.
90’s" during the 8 p.m. game.
BUSES LEAVES
Half-time activities are the SJS
Buses to the stadium will leave
band and Spartanettes.
the corner of Eighth and San

Friday Flicks

wdy

in

which

Manuel

Face Lifting Scheduled
For 195 6 Library Addition

ob-

passage on the freighter!
tained
for himself and his friend is in.!
dicatIve of his engineering background. Although he speakes no,
Norwegian and knew nothing:
about locks, he made use of sign language to tell the ship’s Norwegian officers that he was a’
trial and error’
locksmith.
By a
system he duplicated keys for!

ui

Illt

ioeiis

to

The work to be done on the first
addition, will, include re-aranging
of offices, seminar rooms and
reading rooms and the leveling of
sagging floors that have undergone "more slab deflection than
expected," C. Grant Burton, SJS
executive dean, said.
CONSTANT l’SE
During the five years in which
the 1956 addition has been in constant use, some deficiencies have
developed. when the work is done.
Herd slated. both library additions
will be structurally equal.
During

Student - Motorcycle Vacation
Spells ’Summer of Adventure’

remodeling,

a

heavy

Fulbright Program
Awards Available
Justify

being hired.
Evidently Manuel is a better
talker than locksmith for, as he
confesses, "Any key will now fit
in the locks I made duplicates
for."
Manuel and Francisco cycled
south from 1.ima for about 1200
miles hermie turning east over the
mule trail through the Andes.
(Continued on Page 6)
*.

MANUEL TANOIRA, junior Industrial Engineering student from
Argentina. displays his new motorcycle, a replica of the one he
used this summer to travel to Buenos Aires, where he sold it for
I300he had paid $450 for if in San Francisco.

in the area. Many were clad in pajamas as the
heat from the flames temporarily chased away
the chilly weather.

FLAMES LEAPED INTO THE SKY as firemen
sought to control the blaze at 487 S. Sixth st.
The two-alarm fire attracted a crowd of several
hundred most of whom were SJS students living

Seminar Will Aid
Area Businessmen

purchasing will be held here tomorrow for businessmen preparing for examination for purchasIng agent certificates.
The seminar, to be held in the
, science building, is sponsored by
I the San Jose State Management
department and the California
State, County and Municipal Purchasing Agents’ association.
J. L. Herlihy, assistant professor of business, will review public
purchasing principles and practices
for the group.

DS Coed,
Policemen
Found Fire
fire at 487 S. Sixth st. on Wednesday night was discovered by
Nancy Foster. an SJS coed who
lives next door, according to Capt.
James Westerhouse of the fire
department.

"Sparta Presents" is sponsored
jointly by the SJS Alumni association an dthe Athletic department
Organization of the show
handled by the Music departm..i.i
under Roger S. Muzzy, assistant
Rehabilitation of the 1956 adprofessor of music
dition to the college library,
which’ will integrate the building
with the new six-story library
structure, will start within 90
Jays, C. M. Herd, chief construction engineer, division of architecture, State Department of Public
A one-day seminar in public Works. stated.

$3500 in Awards
Presented Today

No

WHERE THERE’S SMOKE . . .

Stereophonic cheering,
"Gay
90’s" half-Lime activities and an
hour-long pre-game show will
highlight tomorrow’s Col orado
State-SJS football game.
"Stereo" cheering will be
achieved with yells coming simultaneously from both sides of the
foottkill field. Huge cards with
cheers spelled out on them will
he held by students on both sides
of the field.

amount which was raised by faculty and administration staff
donations.
Coordinator of the SJS campaign is Willard J. Saunders, professor of business. A meeting of
members, appointed from different
departments to help the campaign
was held yesterday afternoon.
At the meeting the different
faculty members received packets
and other materials which will be
&tribute,’ Monday.
Funds collected at SJS witl be:
distributed to the 90 agencies parFive SJS students wiH Is- pu
ticipating in the United Fund. The sented with $3500 in Crown Zell in N,, ,ember.
erbach Foundation scholarships at
3 p.m. today in cafeteria room
according to Don R. Ryan, scholarship chairman and assistant to the
I in.
Tett ace..
si acting dean of students.
Paul Newman and Joan WoodVice-President William J. Dusel
ward. is set for tonight’s Friday will present the awards to Robert
flicks in Morris Dailey auditorium Dean Silveria. Cayle Hudspeth,
at 7.30.
Edythe Cooper, Wanda LaudenThe movie, based on a novel by stager, and Mary E. Bates.
John (Mara. deals with the slow
A graduate student. Silveira will
disolution of a marriage over the receive $1500 to continue his trainyear, resulting from mistinder- ing in the field of teaching handl.
!
capped children

EltAsER
wilts who come to S.IS
un areas go home during
the summer and Manuel Tanoira.
25. junior engineering student
from Argentina, is no exception.
But this summer he traveled to
his home in Buenos Aires the hard
way on a motorcycle.
The most enjoyable part of the
Inn according to Manuel, were
the 25 days it took him and his
friend to cycle from Lima. Pent.
to Buenos Aires- But that’s getting ahead of the story.
IDEA FOR TRIP
The idea for the long. arduous
trip began last spring when
Manuel and his friend, Francisco
Girado, 19, were students at San
Francisco city college.
(*Arad also
is from Buenos
Aires The two planned to motorArYcle the viay home over the
Pan-American highway, which is
num only a mule trail for most of
its route over the Andes mountains
Arriving in Mexico City, ’the
lioys learned at the Argentine Embassy that passage through the
various countries of Central
America would be impossible without a "triptique" for their motorl’Yeles. Manuel said that legal
procedures for obtaining the "triptaw" were so many and
varied
thot they cycled to the
port of
dlekpll leo
where they hopped a
Norwegian freighter, bags and
motorcyeles.
Peru.
for Lima,
Mus eliminated the red lane
’ti
going
through customs in coon Ines they sailed past: Ecuador.
Colombia and the Central American count ries.

a

weight epoxy, a
material stronger
terial it binds, will
concrete floors to
layer.

new adhesive
than the ma.
be used on the
grip a leveling

MATTER OF APPEARANCE
Explaining the deflection of the
floors of the 1956 addition. Dean
Burton said. "this is primarily a
matter of appearance and not of
structural deficiency."
"At the time the center section
of the library was funded--before
my time it was thought by many
people to be the final library addition." the dean stated.
"As a matter of fact, there was
talk of impeding a 6.000 full-time
equivilent student ceiling on the
college. at that time. However, the
ceiling was never put into effect."
Dean Burton said.

Bells Stop Tolling
II)

I .1%.-

110

1111.

ha,

n.,11,-.11,

bells of TOW1-r hall Sr.- no
longer chiming the time of day.
Due to a power failure in a
transformer, the hells were
stopped. After it more thorough

the

investigation
electrical

it

was found

parts were

also

other
burnt

out.
"The main problem now." said
Victor c. Jansen.

8.15
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engineer. "is the parts in til
sometime
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ISO Plans Meeting
The International Student,organization will hold its first general
meeting of the semester today
from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at
the new International Student
iLi st
.c 283 s

world wire
.1 \
I I;
SAM RAVill I:\ 11410)11 I 11
has an inDALLAS, Tex, uUPI.- I
curable cancer, his doctor reported yesterday. A medical bulletin
issued by his doctor at Baylor University medical center said a biopsy
of tissue from Rayburn’s right groin rmieals a -metastatic malignancy." "This indicated that the most likely site of the malignancy
is the pancreits." the bulletin said. "No further surgery is anticipated."
A "metastatic malignancy" means that the cancer has spread from
one point where it originated over other parts of the body.

Foreign travel and cultitral and
educational study are opportunities offered to college students
through the Fulbright Scholarship program. Applications for
KENNEDY-GROMKO TO MEET TODAY
such scholarships are available in
WASHINGTON 1UP11 President Kennedy is expected at hi.
Adm269, according to Donald R. meeting Friday with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyk.
assistant to the dean of stress that the West is not bluffing in its pledge to fight if neerRYail,
students,
for its rights in Berlin. The President, according to U.S. oft,.
Ryan urges interested students undoubtedly will couple this warning with an offer to negotiate
to obtain applications as soon as stnouldering issue if Russia first recognizes the West’s vital interest.
possible, since, on Nov. 1, the cam- in the beleaguered city.
pus Fulbright committee will seRED POLICE FIRE ON WEST BERLIN
lect the two students representing
BERLIN I UPI u Communist police fired gunshots into West
SJS.
Berlin in two separate incidents yesterday. West Berlin police reported.
"Evety year at least one of the No casualties were reported in either incident and West Berlin police
setwo we have chosen has been
withheld return fire. The latest incidents came as West Berlin Mayor
lected on a national level," re- Willy Brandt tusik off for the United States to receive a Freedom
marked Itlan.
House award in New York for his role in preserving this city’s posiPurpose of the Fulbright Schol- tion in the face of Communist aggression.
irship program is to increase mu In Sit l’1:0141,11)
Vt
it 7%; 1111: t x
!mil understanding between the
and
States
peoples of the United
,at a
t.oi to appoint an
nations sought final agreement
other foreign countries through acting secretary-general and use assistants who must be approved
the exchange of persons. knowl- in advance by the Soviet Union and the United States. The group
edge, and skills.
hoped to have the plan ready for President Kennedy and Soviet ForScholarships are AVAIIFIble to eign Minister Andrei Gromykiu when they meet t’slay in Washington.
approximately 32 foreign countries
ATLAS MIS’-’11 t so Sits To xis,:
under the Fulhright program, and
,
lay tired
CAPE CANAVERAL
to other countries included under an Atlas missile more than one -thou
the way around the world
the Inter-American Cultural Con- in a torturous test of its nose cone
airplanes and se ship comvention, the Smith -Mundt, and the prised a recovery team that stood by near the target area for an
U. S. Travel Grant programs.
attempt to retrieve a small data capsule riding in the Atlas nose
HowTWO types of awards are avail- This was the longest shot ever attempted with recovery plans
ble for graduate study abroad ever, the distance of the rocket was a few miles short of the longest
:rider the Fulbright program. One flight ever made by a ballistic missile 9054 miles by another Atlas
a complete award and the other last July 6. No recovery was attempted MI that occasion.
partial award. but both are paid
REDS PREPARE FOR POSSIBLE MOON ORBIT
ii the currency of the participatMOSCOW IUPI I The Soviet Union appears to he building up to
aig country.
a new space spectacular perhaps in connection with the 22nd ComEigihility requirements and munist party congress opening here (let. 17. A, usual, the Russian,s
other Information concerning the are not announcing anything specific in advance But the speculation
scholarships may he obtained at In Moscow centered on a possible canine trip around the moon and
back to earth or another manned orbit of the earth.
Ryan’s office.

The fire did extensive damage
to the attic and the top floor,
said the captain, hut no cause has
been determined. It is currently
under investigation, he said.
There were no injuries to the
occupants of the two-story structure: Dale Coleman. Mrs. David
fiamic. Miss Thelma Foster and
her mother. Mrs. Izetta Foster.
A c or di n g to Mrs. Dolores
Thomas next door at 483 S. Sixth
at.. Miss Foster discovered the
fire at approximately 10:15 p.m.
The alarm was turned in by Jan
Mayeda. another SJS coed, who
also is a resident there.
However. Mrs. Thomas said she
understood the fire had already
teen discovered by policemen
Charles Roy and Robert Moir on
patrol.
Captain Westerhouse said the
first alarm came in at 10:13 followed by the second one at 10:18
p.m. A total of nine pieces of
, equipment responded. he said.
While a crowd of several hundred.. composed mainly of SJS students, watched the blaze from
across the street. Mrs. Thomas
said two of the students hosed the
side of her house in case the fire
broke out of control.
Fire hoses were strewn all over
the street as firemen scrambled
up ladders approaching the blaze
from several directions. The fire
ls as quickly put out without complication.
At the height of the fire, the
beat from flames shooting 10 to
13 feet beyond the rooftop could
he felt by the crowd across the
street. The light from the flames
lit up their faces as it outshone
the floodlights from one of the
trucks.
After the flames on the outside
were extinguished, the cold of the
night could be felt and the presence of the floodlights became
not ice:dile.
Accoixling to Captain Westerhonse the house is owned by
Ilarurld Gordon who resides at

Buses Are Ready
For Student Rides
To Football Game
Ilus transportation us III

VW avail-

for tomorrow
night’s SJS-Colorado state football game at Spartan stadium
Three buses will also make the
roundttip for the SJS-Stanford
isame at .tanfolu on Oct.
Busses for the Colorado game
will
corner of
lease
from
the
Eighth and San Carlos sts. at 6:10
p ill. tINT111111,W,HITiN it’ll: al the stadium in time to assure students
choice seats for the pre -game program
the exciting action on
ti-re field
Tickets for bits rides must he
purchased in advance tel one of the
residence halls. Tickets for 110nuErrow’s game are 20 cents each
For the Stanford game they will
cost $1.10 each
One of the great rivalries of the
football season will renew itself
Oct. 11 svhen San Jose State’s
football leiltri battles the Stanford
Indians Stanford %sill be hoping
for revenge after last year’s 34.
20 1.*.s to the Spartans.
Tickets for the game are 1111 Sale
at the student Affairs Office. nil,
16 for $1 with presentation of 5.11-’
student body card Cards will not
be honored at the game.

able

to

students
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’Sand -box Politics(?
The one goal that the student government at !qs has rated
highest this semester is service to the student body.
%SR officials have time and again stressed that the primary
objective during the coming v ear is to make the government
into a responsible anti representative body.
It has been more than obvious to the majority of students
on campus that student governments have been, in past years,
a far cry from representative or responsible in Many instances.
for the most part. lime been either
Governmental posit
prestige positions or stepping stones to higher prestige posi
lion.. anti the persons that assumed responsibilities inherent
in "public service" had done. as is often the case in the real
thing, a miserable job of shouldering them.
Both SPI H and Sparta Party. the major campus political
powers at the present time, have campaigned on and consistently reiterated the desire to see "responsible" and represent’.
ti’., student gover lllll ent at Si S.
If the respective office and position holders allow or cause
the government to become embroiled in a conflict of politics
or personalities. as seems at this point to be impending, then
the constituents would be doing both themselves and student
government a ilisserv ice.
Functioning as a body and accomplishing something really
worthwhile is a much more valid measurement of the success
of a government than is the number of headlines that intliv iii.
ual members of that government can make in the local newspapers by means of charges anti countercharges, which resemble
all too often "tempest. in a teapot."
If the officials this year can manage to subdue their smolt!.
dering political enmities and personal animosities in order to
function cohesively, for a change. the student government as a
concept and as a reality will certainly not suffer.
It might even. perhaps, win the attention and respect of a
great ntany students and faculty members who feel that a college or
’versiiy is something more than a four-year social
14101111 and battleground for "sand-box politics."
If the respective members of the AS13 allow what could become the most effective organization yet on this campus to become a glorified debating society or mere prestige potpourri,
as it has been in the past, then all that has been expressed by
both sides in the spring election campaigns can only appear to
be worth nothing.
The members would do well to remember that an official of
any group is there to fulfill a function and an obligation, not
merely to fill a post.
This year’s officers, with few exceptions. have the qualifications and competence to make the AB into a government such
as has not been seen belittle on any campus.
If it falls back into the sand-box, however, its members
shall have no one to blame but themselves.
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IT’S THE TALK
OF SAN JOSE!

Angelo’s
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DINNER
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744.C.A.

STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLARA

Mantovani Returns
For Concert Series
Premiering Oct. 31
The San Jose concert series
will open its 26th season at 8:30
p.m., Monday, Oct. 30 with the
third return to this area of
Mantovani and his music. Tickets for the season may be ordered at the Sherman-Clay box
office, 89 S. First at.
Other events In the series include the first American tour
of tile Le Theatre D’Art du
Ballet. Nov. 16; the Orchestra
San Pietro of Naples, under the
direction of Renate Ruotolo with
Franco Gulli, violinist, featured.
Nov. 24; Japanese violinist
Toahiya Eto, Dec. 7; Theodor
Uppman, Metropolitan opera
baritone. March 1; and John
Browning.
American
pianist.
April 5

TYPEWRITER

* RENTALS *
Electrics Portables Standards
ALL MAKESALL MODELS

4"--nome.1
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V
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Fully Guaranteed
Rent to Own
No Deposit
Free Exchange

LOW STUDENT RATES

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

124 E. San Fernando St.
Newt to Cal Book Store
FREE PARKING

CYpress 3-5283
Free Delivery

Thrust
’Parasites’ Gather
At Scene of Fire
Editor:
Wednesday night a house
burned in the campus area and
the parasites gathered. Tension
ran high in the crowd while the
masses got their vicarious thrill.
What a wonderful chance to
hustle! Greet the old friends and
meet the new ones. The atmosphere was that of a coffee break
with entertainment. Wasn’t it
funny when the hose broke and
there was no water for the flaming roof? And the fire burned
brighter. What of the people who
used to live in that house? Oh,
don’t think of them, that’s just
sloppy sentimentalism! The gadfly who goes to a fire can’t be
bothered with humanitarian instincts such as that. And the
fire burns on. A parasite must
cling to everything that promises
excitement, especially if it’s at
someone else’s expense. A fire
promises diversion of some kind;
perhaps someone will get hurt
--that’s even more exciting.
People don’t change. They will
always go to fires, always look
for a thrill. I know, for I went
too.
Cathl Purcell
ASH 15463

and

Parry

Students Lift Hats
To Athletic Director

Editor:
Yesterday alai t,stuy there
were three articles in this column which seem to advocate
the idea that there are two sides
to the question (democracy vs.
communism. This is sheer foolishness and just what the Communists and the Communist
stooges want us to believe. I’m
with Professor Carmick 100 per
cent. Today we are so afraid of
annihilation by the hydrogen
bomb that we have forgotten
there is something more important than lifethan just living.
Principles, ideals, our American
way of life are much more important, and if we should just
sit back and let Russia take
over this country, and if you
are so afraid of death (you’re
going to die some day anyway I
that you want to cut down our
defense budget so no one will
get hurt or killed by a nuclear
warthen why don’t you go
to Russia? You certainly are
not doing the United States any
good.
We can voice our opinion, but
protecting those who try to enslave us is stupidity!
Margaret A. Beek
ASH 64811

Miter:
In reply to the lettt.i. from Mr.
Bronzan, director of athletics,
in Monday’s column, we wish to
express our deep appreciation of
his praise of the many people
and organizations involved in
promoting our football games
and the extra game activities
produced to better support our
team and school.
We feel, however. that the
great amount of hard work put
in by Mr. Bronzan himself,
should be recognized, Mr. Bronzan knows well the work of the
various committees involved in
putting together and publicizing
the final product of pre-game
and half-time activities because
he personally attends the majority of the planning sessions of
each group involved.
Our hats off to the fine work
being done by Mr. Bronzan.
Jackie Antis ASH 9017
Don Bevilluegna ASH 11567
Dr. James Blackwell
Marcia Rolla ASH 7456
Dennis Chambers ASK 12157
Karen Chatme ASH 10217
Chock Coburn ASH 12034
Gm, Compass ASH 9231
Dick Dodson, Facility
Dale Heisinger. ASK 91197
Kill .11:14.01"111 ASK 1179
.1art Johnson ASK 99141;
11,. nes ASK 11313
Sue Stacks ASH 7723
Lane.- Waldron ASK 11318

ound

By MARIE LOPEZ
Society Editor

HEADING FOR A WEDDING
A February wedding is scheduled by Sandy Hansen, senior
business management major
from Riverside, and Mike Brady
of Redwood City. Sandy is affiliated with Alpha Chi Omega,
and Mike, presently employed as
a junior accountant, is affiliated
with Theta Chi fraternity.
*Elaine Chiappe, junior police
major from San Jose. has announced her engagement to
Delta Upsilon Mark Rocchio,
senior police major from Oakland.
HEMMER WEDDINGS
’Nancy Butt ram, Delta Gamma
senior general elementary education major, Oxnard, was married to SAE Bruce Taber, Oxnard, who is presently a student
at University of Southern California Dental School.
Dottie Hanisch, Phi Mu junior
music major, Concord, to Earl
Boissonou, Concord, who is now
serving in the National Guard.
Pat Knowles, Delta Gamma
past president, Salt Lake City,
married Kansas university grad,
Ray Wells, Salt Lake City.
Cindy Coggesball, Phi Mu
English major, San Mateo, to
Bob Ahmann, Sigma Phi Epsilon, junior industrial Arts major, Lay tonville.
Bonnie Smathers, Delta Gamma general elementary education major, San Mateo to David
Moriketter, SJS business grad,
San Jose.
AND MORE WEDDINGS
Carolyn Reed, senior drama
major was married to James
Dunn, former drama dept, instructor. Saturday. Oct. 1 at St.
Patrick’s Church in San Jose.
Former SJS student and Chi
Omega alumnus. Lynne Riches,
employed by Varian Associates
in Palo Alto, was married Sept.
10 to Charles Coburn. Delta Sigma Phi business major, Olinda.
Sandy Lunn, Alpha Omicron
Pi senior psychology major, San
Jose, was married to Bucky
Bridges, senior engineering major. Sept. 16. A reception at the
AOPi house followed the wedding ceremony.
ALPHA TAI; OMEGA
INITIATES 32
The SJS Memorial Chapel will
be the scene Sunday, Oct. 8 for

SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT!
Try Our

KING SIZE RANCHBURGER
A Complete Meal in Itself for

7ico:6
4th and St..latuf

45c

-01‘

’Stupid’ To Protect
Those Who Enslave

strwrm

11 cpa /la -

-01‘ft-

initiation ceremonies for 32 Alpha Tau Omega neophytes. A
banquet will follow to honor the
initiates, who are: Tom Butte,
Jack Carothers, Bill Erdman,
Owen Grande, Mike Hooper,
Larry Lindsey, Herb Matter,
Bruce MacPherson, Barry Mallagh, Wayne Nerland, Bruce
Norman, Charlie Swat!, Carlos
Yureta, Tom Barber, Joe Beuhler, George Clause, Wes Elerding,
Jim Goss, Don Hoefle, Earl
Jones, John Mancuso, Marty McInnes, Pete Mannerino, Tom McDougal, Jay Nelson, Mike O’Cqpnell, Pat O’Daniels, Jerry Todd,
Dave Traverso, Al Valarios, Terry Caldwell, and Al Vernon.
FALL OFFICERS ELECTED
Marian Hall residence held its
first meeting of the semester this
week with election of officers
the main business of the evening. Elected to office were:
Linda Sue Jones, president; Evelyn Acosta, vice president; Carol
Tunen, secretary and Kay Clark,
treasurer. Social chairman for
the house will be Leslie Biddle
and Bev Rauh, publicity chairman. Christmas Door contest
chairman is Karen Clawson. A
birthday party was held for girls
having a birthday in the month
of September. Those girls who
blew out candles and opened
presents included Bobbie Adair,
Betty McElroy, Beverly Cotter,
Judi Harrison and Nancy Tynan.
PLEDGES TO BE FETED
Chi Omega pledges will be
honored at the annual fall dinner-dance to be held on Saturday, Oct. 21 at the Hilton Inn
in San Francisco. Charlene Bohart and Jeanie Herbert are in
charge of arrangements for the
affair. Mrs. G. A. McCallum,
personnel adviser to the CO
chapter, will leave next week
for Sacramento where Dr. McCallum.will begin a year’s leave
of absence from the SJS biological science department to
serve as research analyst with
the state college hoard.

Bouquet Faux Pas
LONIJON (UPI
Princess
Lee Radziwill, President Kennedy’s sister-in-law, opened an
antique dealers fair recently
with a minute-long speech and
then sat down--on her bouquet.
"I don’t think I’ll open anything else," she was quoted as
saying.

Police Stop Show
By Lenny Bruce
At North Beach
SAN FRANCISCO I UPI I -"Sick" comic Lenny Bruce, arrested last week on a narcotics
charge, was interrupted by police during his show Wednesday
night and taken to jail for allegedly using obscene language.
Bruce had just finished his
first act at the Jazz Workshop,
North Beach night club, when
he was arrested by Sgt. James.
Solden and Patrolman James
Ryan. Ryan had been in the
audience.
The officers said Bruce used
four-letter Anglo-Saxon words
in violation of laws barring lewd
exhibitions and obscene language
in public places.
Bruce, noted for his irreverent
social commentaries, was taken
to jail in a patrol wagon, booked,
and released on $367.50 bail. He
returned to the night club in
time for the 1 a.m. show.
Ile was ordered to apipear yesterday before Municial Judge
Albert Axelrod. The two misdemeanor charges each carry a
maximum penalty of six months
in jail and $500 fine.
Bruce was arrested Friday
night in a Philadelphia hotel
after police said they found 36
ampules of methedrine, 24 syringes and white tablets in his
room. He told officers the drugs
were prescribed for an illness.
He was released on $1500 bail
pending a hearing Monday.

Music Fraternity
To Give Recital
The first of five recitals to be
presented by Phi Mu Alpha Sin Ionia, men’s national professional music fraternity, will be
staged in Concert Hall Tuesday
at 8:15 p.m., Rowland Schwab,
president, announced yesterday.
Works by Jacob, Koutzen, Debussy, Mozart, Tuthill, Popper
and Cowell will be featured in
the recital.
The .sational fraternity was
founded Oct. 6, 1898 at the New
England Conservatory in Boston, Mass.
The Beta Eta chapter at SJS
has a membership of approximately 50, Schwab said. It was
chartered in 1929. Dr. Hartley
D. Snyder, music department
head, is faculty adviser,

Music Professor To Give
Piano Recital on Sunday
Beethoven, Debussy and
will be featured.
There is no admission chary,.
fur the recital, sponsored tiv
oil gallery.
Works presented will inrittits
Gavotte from "Iphigenia in
A,,.
his," Gluck-Brahms; "Sonata In
D Major, Op. 10, Nu. 3,"
thoven and "La Suite,.. *lab,
Grenade," "Et la lone desetlo
sur le temple qui fut"and "Po,.
suns d’Or," all by Debussy,
After intermission, works. t
Chopin will be featured.
include "Ballade in F minor, (
52," "Mazurka in H major.
41. No. 3," "Mazurka in f:,,,,
Op. 41, No. 2" and "Polon,
in F -sharp minor. Op. 44."
The young musician’s sa,...
began when he started stink
piano at the age of six. Ils
appeared nationwide on Clis
dio and TV, and with the
Francisco Symphony Pops,
Professor Delevoryas
ed cum laude from the
sity of Massachusetts
ceived his B.S. anti M.S. der: from the Julliard Schtsd
sic. He joined the S.IS
1..;

Pianist John Delevuryas, associate professor of music, will
present a recital Sunday at 3
p.m. in the de Saisset art gallery at the University of Santa
Clara. Works by Gluck-Brahms,

JOHN DELEVORYAS
. gives recital

Musical Comedy
To Run Saturdays
Me Along," the net%
musical comedy adapted from
"Alt, Wilderness!" by Eugene
O’Neill, will begin its fifth month
of performances tomorrow night
at the Cumedia Theatre, 1300
El Camino Real, Menlo Park.
The musical had its west coast
premiere with the Comedia production. It will play every Saturday night at 8:30 in the theatre.
Friday nights the group presents "Look Homeward. Angel"
with Moliere’s ’"rhe Adventures
of Scapin," offered Monday
nights.
The musical. "Take Me Along"
is similar to the original story
of the drunken uncle and the
old maid aunt with their 17-year
engagement. The escapades of a
boy growing up produce unusual
situations in the musical.
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INVENTOR Humbert G. Miraglia jr. demonstrates a Tilt A Table,
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Spartans, Winless Rams Clash Tomorrow
Night; Cadile, Burton Still on Sidelines
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Leading the Spartan eleven will
ee senior signal caller Chon
Gallegos is the leading collegiate passes in the nation. He has
garnered 415 yards and five TLS’s
in 36 completians in 54 pass attempts.

ankle in the Arizona State game
The Rams have dropped three
straight ganses in a rim. Thei
bast to Utah 40-0. Arizona 1S -I6.
and Arizona State 14-6.
According to Bob Jones, who
scouted the Rams in their recent
less to the Sun Devils, the RaITIF
are improving V. ith each game and

The _oven and gold P.am_s. running from the conventional T-formation. have 14 returning lettermen. Some of the newcomers that
should provide trouble for the
Spartans are tackle Dick York.
and quarterback LeeRoy Gutiereez
will he plenty tough.
who hails from San Jose. York
According to Mullison. the Rams hails from the Sacramento area.
will definitely be up for this game
Fans attending the game will
and are hoping to break their loswatch the Spartans tty to shake
ing streak.
off the Idaho loss. With Stanford,
The Spartans. still stinging [lam
Oregon. Washington State. and
of
hands
the
a 27-18 defeat from
Arizona State among the big teams
Idaho. have been working hard all
still facing the SJS eleven they
week in all phases of the grid
must start playing the rugged
game.
good football they are known for.
fetich Titehenal expects the
A capaeits tiamd is expected
team Sr. pia% much better than
f or the game .4aturda%. The 545
they did at Idaho. Although not
fans std.) get an added treat
alitting. Titclit nal stated that the
when a %peens] musical revue,
trip took something out of the
starting in the stadium at R:43
Dant. 111,. dslinitel% experts to
p.m.. us ill feature student and
get a better performative from

For most fashion
mileage, come
choose from our
cozy and casual
car coats ...
wcrrqy line?, ad
smart!), styled.
A big selection.
Sizes 6-19
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SJS
Oscar Donohue 1.1.1(
Ted III. Leon Donohue 1_TR
( Thr.
Ni.s
Nleihrath
Bill
Hank ( hamar... ( Hiratii I. I ,
Kit.
John ’Sofro
T 1
Walt Firstbek RTI.
._
KF.I,
DIV% ( held
It.
Il
ts Beti It
Chon taallegos
LIM
Larry Doss
It ft P 55
Tom Doslak
I.:. 1: .
Johnns Johnson I

Backing up Gallegos will be hard
hitting fullback Johnny Johnson.
and halfbacks Larry Doss and Tom
Doslak.
Although the Colorado Rams feature a running game primarily
ili counter with a fine pathey
er their own. Bob Berringer
completed 24 passes of 49 atternofor 154 yards to tie for the lead
o passing in the Skyline confer!lee.
(HARTER 3ILM114.1:-.
Coach Don "Duffy- Mullison will
NIONIREAL
..eld two hard chareine alternate
’real Canadiens an
.oits which hate averaged 3.5
Maple Leafs are tho
-ands per carry. The Rams will be
+sr sacc,a
members of the Nat...r...
without the services of their top
---------is M9 with th
that for olool luck Ron "tapes his
ball carrier Ken Hines. The hard
Si
,socall players
socks up hefore every game."
Pity the peso- iresnroan coach. itubert Jones.
running halfback has averaged 5.1
Around the house he "talks.
At varsity home games, head coach Bob Titchenal marches h. yaids per carry. Ile injured his
lives
football."
and
watches.
reads
MU KEV MINTON
gladiators into Spartan Stadium before a crowd of screaming. s
Pro9 rrs sire Mu
Vicky said. "I enjoyed foot hal:
ne
him miss
’ I
ing. whistling and yelling football nuts that number in the thou,..:
+4S0 3RD
meal: declared the petite redhead mien more before Ron and I o
Jones, on the other hand, is forced to display his charges at
3 I M t,7 P44 DA
is ith the sparkling green eyes and married.- the 22 -year -old
time when Spartan Stadium looks as big as the Los Angeles Coliseum.
GUITAR LESSONS
%site confided.
genero.is smile
Jones’ boys play football before crowds that consist of parents. gieFo.k and Pep.t
When asked it she looke:1 i.rThis was Vicky. the 21-year-alel
friends and students who have discotered a quiet place to study.
Ron". gradustion. h.
Uard
.vife of SJS sarsity lo-thal. guard
shriek
of
delighted
with
the
air
is
split
still
Occasionally the
oh
replied. "I tiks thi. eollege lite;
Ron McBride. retler’nst
girlfriend or a roaring "Atia.boy! from Dad.
TV & RADIO REPAIRS
has inz fun. I think I’d
I’s like to cook fo: o
NC",
Jones will agree that larger crowds would inspire the team
Ilk,’ to go hark ti. etoic1.- she
pounder
Used Sets For 5, e
greater heights, but appears to realize that it would take a herculear,
continued. "it Irta ehane?."When he’s on training table While most students simply run promotion job to draw a thousand people to see the froth play.
school
te
wants
ccach
horn
"Roo
where he eats most of his meals
This is not to sas- that the froth do not have a good ball clu.
down to the corner store to buy
’,lib the other players my food after he’s graduated next year." their watermelons, there are 45 In their ripener last Tuesday. Santa Clara University’s junior varsirs
716 N 4th
want to 5ee him SJS trackmen who plan to gallop nipped the SJS froth to the tune of 13-8. -We made too many tor -o. S7 a week." Vicky exVicky retort art.
i ’,hen he’s eaing
coaching %Ince he leves kids and four miles tomorrow at 4 p.m. just takes and didn’t capitalize on the advantages that we had." explain,
works with thrn
for a slice of the red and green Jones.
We Specialize in Corsages
e a foot- full -of -seeds ft tilt.
health far ill..
The Mt Er
"He’s sort I
and Bouquets for
447tit
ball player or cheedeader of their
X olss went on. "H. aloax
Besides handling the reins of the freshman squad. Jones plays anAccording to cross-country coach
Campus Occrsons
own the end of November. Vicky Dean Miller. all 45 entries in this, other vital role in the local football program ... he scouts teams for
.t 11...1.4 eight hour if le -p a
said. "I think Ron kind ef ’wants the first annual Watermelon Run, the varsity coaching staff.
night and often ten. Oh si..."
a boy. but I’ll take any style.she added. "he I ik. s
-I’m scouting the Stanford -Michigan State game for Bob I Titchhase a "great spirit." and will be
e% rs di.... too."
S000er! or to Mts. MoBi4de. Ron eoing all out to claim some of the enal. tomorrow evenim:. a! East Lansing. Mich." Deep overtones of
’studies a looie bit ei try day. I do . "carload of ttatermelcn,..,i,_
;
grief crept into his voice as he outlined his flight schedule. "I leave
he takes foothall ser.susiss "If he a lot typing for him and ask him
Miller predicts that tFiT5iFy men the San Francisco airport at 11:15 tonight and arrive in East Lansing
I ecause the other questions when he’s studying, for Ben Tucker. Horace White. Rod at 9 Satorday morning. It won’t be so bad coming home. though: I
ref!, thes’,.e
team outplayed them he doesn’t a test. sa I think I hovo him a Davis. Allen Anetsky and Jeff leave Chicago at 10 a.m. Sundas’, and due to the time zone chano^,
feel a, had as when he thiniss he’s little.- she concluded
Fish. as well as freshmen Tom land in San Francisco at 11 a.m."
100. &
CV 2.0462
Incidentally. this will be the second time Jones has scouted StanTulle, Dan Murphy. Jim Edmon-on, Ron Stave. and Jeff McClain ford ."We always try. to have two leports on all the teams on the
vill pros Ile most of the camperi- schedule".. and his observations lead one to believe that the Spartans
tvill be in for a rough time no Oct. II. "They just look good." he says
*ion
Jones seas asked if the fresh squad uses exactly the same plays
The jaunt will bcgin and end at
the varsity uses. "We naturally use the same standard formation as
Soartan Stadom...
411
_4
the varsity, hut we have had to make minor adjustments for indi-0’r\
vidual reasons. We have some plays that the varsity does net use, and
vice ersa."
2,1

PRETTY GRIDDERVicky McBride is caught as she walks across
with a football in tow. She says she -never misses a
game.- Vicky is the wife of varsity football guard Ron McBride.
What’s it like to cook for a big hunk of ball p.aser like Ron? -He
wouldn’t miss a meal for a-g! If he s going +o be on the
m a I
so Ise .or"+ be Tar
road or fishing he has me
from food."

MIKE
AMY
date
e1/1/10-1/FE6U,IRD
CAPER

All1111111 111lPal, Al Wrist ss:11
presented.
Folk songs, calypso sin,
ular vocalist Pat Travis..
trio and combo, and a sp.
steal variety production
a Can -Can line with 20 .
be presented on the
according to Bob
athletic director.
With all this hot
before the game the 144. to see a thrilling conic:legras is up to form os.
backs come
(’rime through .,
backs did in the Vanda. 2.
Rae should easily too
If the Spartans d -r.
breaks and play a gars. Idaho Vandal second :.
will be hard put to cont -r
and building Colorado S
team.
Here are tentative
ups for both teams:

campus

Friel
FINsFrk:cF

Never Misses Meal,
Says Wife of Guard

-7- CXR
/COATS
12"

his haltbai ks than the 1:41 said.
rushing that they got at Idaho.

EACL

Trackmen Gallop
Tomorrow in First*
’Watermelon Run’

PAYLESS TV

Baknias
Elt)it-cr
.
.Sitt)i)

.4

V)ENT 500TH FOR RE5T. EEACii 50 CROWDED I COULDN’T
&ET ANY. HEAP SCREAM. THEN ANOTHER . AFTER
THIRD SCREAM I GOT SUSPICIOUS. STARTED TO
INVESTI (,ATE.

I

(b. t

iT WAS LIFEGUARD, HE’D TRIED TO RESCUE
DROWNING WOMAN.BUT SHE 5TLICK A
HATPIN IN H.5 14NER TUBE.

Llr-EGUARP TO LD ME THIS WAS 10 th
ATTEMPT TO KILL HIM. FROM THIS EVIDENCE
/ CONCLUDED HE WASN’T VERY POPULAR
STARTED L.X:KING POR CLUES FOUND A W0flAti’5
ROLL-ON DEODORANT IN WS BEACH BAG.

C2’

49ers Waiting
For L.A. Rams;
Surprise Due?

The tall Irish mentor heaps praise on h., staff of line coach
Chuck Innes. lrackfield coach Fred Blanco and flanker back and end
eoach Mery Smith. Blanco Wir
Ii arsity regular last season for
Titchenal.
Five
members
of the froth squad have catieht Jones’ eye thus
REDWOOD CITY UPI
The
sion Feaneisos, Fel tysIelm-r
’tory far. Mike Rorke. an all -city signal caller flom Si. lenanus High School
in
San
Frineviciii center Mike Christensen from Upland: quarterback
come up with a rim bat( h of surprise; ’then they face Los Angeles Hinano Kaumehciwa. the all -stater from Hawaii: 250-pound John
Vi’aegener. a tackle. and Mike Welch, another huge 1220 tackle
Sunday at Kezar Stadium.
from,
The Prospector: continued secret Downey. "These tiGyS are all outstanding sarsity prospects.- emphadons at their taartice field hero sizes Jones.
Jones came to San Jose State in 1957 after being named
yesterday. Coach Red Hickey has
-Coach
of the Year" in the Peninsula area, while he
had a screen erected on top of the
was athletic director and
25-foot high hoard fence so/Joon:l- football coach at Cubberley High School in Palo Alto. He compiled
ing the field to keep spies away. a 29-6-1 record before coming to SJS.
"I certainly ant pleased with the spirit on this year’s
Secret mail kouts as’ berlo’n_i
hall club."
aline st as much a comet, Red Hit-- he concludes, "normally the spirit on a (rash football team isn’t too
good,
but
these
boys
have
a
lot
of
desire, and are working real hard."
kes trademark as the shotoun of’
fense the spread I
Tsnes
the quatterhark
fet behind the
other backs all flanker - Last S’
iiay. as San Franeisco I ittssa
roar 49.0. Hiekry rs- tolt eel thi
.piaitertacks in the tailhack ii
Coact Hickey %vs.( taking us’
a grain of salt relents that P
quarterback Zeke Brat koniski rt. miss Sunday’s game tiro ause of
allured ankle. He said he Ir,
taring his learns on the aasumpt..
that Bratkowski will be in
armor Sunday

S \DR ICIIES
1 for 15 -- 2 for 25’

or* HIS. Q *ONDER HE WAS UNPOPULAR
(,AVE HIM OOTTLE OF MENNEN SPRAY
OPORAAT HARKS T-WCRKING, LONGEST
LAST’ NG SPRAY A MAN CAN USE . GETS
HROUGH ID THE SKIN, WORKS ALL
DAY. AFTER THAT, I GOT PLENTY Of RFST.

COME& ENJOY THE FUN
8ACK N OFFICE. F’WONE RANG. IT WAS
LIFEGUARD. 5INEE USING MENNEN SPRAY
HE’D MD TO RESCUE 407 PPOwNIN(, WOMEN.
WANTED TO COME NORTH FOR A REST.

MENNENS AVAILABLE AT

Spartan Bookstore
Right On Campus
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Cincy Evens It Up;
Joey Jay Stops N.Y.
By LEO II. PETERSEN
UPI Sports Editor
NEW YORK (UPI,- The Cincinnati Reds evened the World
Series at one game all yesterday
when they humiliated the New
York Yankees 6-2 behind the fourhit pitching of big Joey Jay.
A crowd of 63,083 on this Indian
summer afternoon saw the usually
impeccable Yankees commit three
glaring errors to enable the Reds
to avenge their opening game defeat and send the Series to Cincinnati, where the next three
games will be played on Saturday,
Sunday and Monday.
Jay, is 21 -game winner, throttled tile noted Vanket- power except for Yogi Berra, alio hit his
1211. series home run in the
fourth inning. It offset is home
9 -Day Hawaiian
Christmas Holiday
Only $272
CY 2-0302

1)6tinet,.
1.1erorati., For All
(erasion -

CORSAGES

BOUQUETS

ONISHI FLORIST
175 Taylor

Si

run blast by first baseman Gordon Coleman in the top of the
inning and temporarily tied the
wore at 2-2.
Ralph Terry, a 11 -game winner,
was the losing pitcher and he contributed to his own downfall by
failing to cover the plate on a
passed ball, allowing the tie-breaking run to score.
After that, the Yankees fell
apart, even with their peerless relief ace, Luis. Arroyo, on the
mound.
The game Was scoreless going
into the fourth inning anti with
one out, Frank Robinson hit a
simple ground ball to Cletis Boyer,
the Yankee third baseman who was
the fielding star of the opening
game. Boyer let it bounce off his
chest for an error.
Coleman took a strike and
then lined the ball into the right
lit’ld bleachers over the auxiliary
scoreboard for the first Cincinnati home run of the merles.
The Yankees got those two back
In a hurry when Roger Mans, who
!set a new major league record for
! home runs with 61, walked after
trying to bunt his way on. Berra
drove Jay’s second pitch into the
right field stands to tie the score.
But that was the end for the
Yankees and the underdog Reds
regained the lead their next turn
I at bat.

CY 5-1130

Expert German Watchmaker
CL 1-3334

20

get
for
:ons

CLOCKS
WATCHES
YEAR ’ROUND GIFTS
1617 E Santa Clara St. S.J.

Pre-Game Show
Includes Music
Presentation
"Sparta Presents," one hour of
musical variety entertainment,
will be presented tomorrow at 645
p.m. prior to the San Jose StateColorado State game at Spartan
Stadium.
Included in the show will be the
third act from the "Gus Lease
Show" which toured western military installations during the summer. Dr. Lease and associate producer David Lindstrom are members of the SJS music department.
The Hofbrau Scene, featuring a
drinking song from "Student.
Prince," an Italian street song, a
Spanish dance, a can can number,
a fan dance, a Russian Cossack
dance and "Hey, Daddy," comprise the act.

( it mat Per/et-Boil

;

1)011litct

One of the new longer sweaters.
This bulky knit cardigan is as out.
standing with skirts 05 if is witB
tapered pants. Black, white, bone.
red, blue, oxford gray.
Flannel tapered pants in cormel,
black, magenta and gray. Variations
on these colors in muted patterns
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Ford Could Houk Lauds
Rewrite Old Ford, Boyer
Ruth Mark In Yank Win

NEW YORK I UP1I
Whitey
NEW YORK ’UPI;
Whitey
Ford, the bartender’s son with Ice
water chasers for blood, had a Ford’s masterful two-hit pitching
number of them on the World blended with a pair of solo homers
Series "house" yesterday.
and some eye-popping defensive
The stubby blond, who will be play summed up the New York
32 years old 16 days hence, owned Yankees’ 2-0 opening game World
three new series records after Series victory over the Cincinnet I
shutting out the Cincinnati Reds, Reds.
2-0, in the first game of the
"Just say Mr. Ford and Mr
classic. It never was easier because only one of three Red base Boyer," Yankee Manager Ralph
Houk remarked after the game
runners got to second base.
And, when he makes the sec- "And, of course, those two home
ond start, the chunky Whitey runs."
gets a shot at another mark.
Ford, 82 -year -old Ness* York
It seems appropriate, in a year clutch phcher who had a 25-4
in which the Yankees are taking record during the regular seadead aim on one of their old son. gave Luis Arroyo the afterheroes the immort’al Babe Ruth noon off with a brilliant per.
- that the next one Whitey will formatter in which he striwk out
try to grab belongs to the Bam- six batters and permitted only
bino.
one of Cincinnati’s three hase
Roger Mario didn’t match the runners to reach SW’ I.
legendary Sultan of Swat’s 60
It was Ford’s third consecutive
homers in the 154 game limit
this season but, when the year World Series shutout and his
ended, he had belted 61 for a new eighth win in series competition.
all-time one -season total. And ail- He is 2 2-3 innings short of the
ing Mickey Mantle, who missed all-time series mark of 29 2-3 conthe first game of the series, is secutive scoreless innings set by
looking for two series homers to Babe Ruth when he was a pitcher
surpass Ruth’s mark of 15 in ser- for the Boston Red Soi in 191t
and 1918. And his eight victoria
ies play.
Now Whitey has one within top the previous mark he share,i
his reach to go with the three with ,former Yankee Red Ruff in
he racked up Wednesday. and Attie Reynolds.
Those in his series hag include
Ford completed only 11 gam,
his unprecedented eighth win, during the regular season-- at.
removing him from u tie with owed much of his brilliant reo.,
former Yankee aces Red fluffing to Arroyo’s relief pitchingand Mlle Reynolds; six more Wednesday’s cool weather v.
strikeouts for a new overall right down his alley. Singles
mark .69 in the classic, and a Eddie Kasko in the first inn,.
record 15th start.
wrid Wally Post in the fifth were
But that shutout - added to a the only Cincinnati hits.
pair against Pittsburgh last yearJim O’Toole, the handsome
gives him 27 consecutive shutout
innings. Back in the days just young Cincinnati starter, pitched
after World War I, when Ruth a good game in his own right
homer by
was a pitcher and hadn’t yet but was tagged for a
turned to hitting homers, the Babe Elston Howard in the fourth
by Bill
hurled 29 2.3 consecutive scoreless inning and another
Skowron in the sixth.
innings.
"I knew I was getting near it,"
He had a break, ,of course, in
Ford grinned after his two-hitter the fact, that Micky Mantle didn’t
Sunday where three scoreless play but he demonstrated his skills
frames will give him this added by retiring home run king Roger
mark.
Mans four times without letting
"But," he cautioned, "I’m not him hit a ball out of the infield.
going to worry’ about Ruth’s
record. If I break it, I break it.
I’m just going to try not to
think about it,"
Everything wen t swimmingly
for the pudgy-faced Long Islander
as he gave up only two hits and
one walk. "My change up wasn’t
any good out there," he insisted,
"and that’s what Ed Kasko hit
for a single in the first inning
But my control was good and my
three pitches. fast ball, slider and
curve, all were working good."

Tickets on Sale
Reser% ed seat, general admission and children’s tickets for
the San Jose State-Colorado
State football game Saturday
night In Spartan Stadium alli be
on sale starting at I p.m. Saturday on the Seventh street side
of the stadium.
Kesemed seats cost $3, general admission $1.50 and children
511 vents.
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Water Poloists
Play Indians

omeaswito

wrorkorkwer

,itch Lee \A alton’s varsity and
frost’ water polo squads open the
161 season at Stanford today in
what promises to be.- two of the
.4. NY
stiffest contests of the year.
IMP as me
The varsity tiff is scheduled for
:,30 p.m., with the frosts game to
follow at 9:30.
1 The home SJS water polo season gets under way tomorrow
hen Foothill college invades the
-,partan pool for a 10 a.m. game
A ft’s sh contest follows at 13.
I ’ouch Walton predicts victory
for his varsity liver the perennially
sti,mg Indians, while rating the
1r.tsh game a -tomsup."

veiniammannall
-nieniiimmiliannoieven..emruncissamain
080
,41/0116011~1111a
<M114.11110,
"NM..
4.4. 0011
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HOLD THAT LINEColorado State Ram Hiram DeFries will be
starting at center for the visitors tomorrow night at the stadium.
DeFries hails from Honolulu. He is a sophomore at Colorado
State. The burly lineman has been one of the standout performers
for the Rams in their first three games of the season.

Officials Needed
For Football
Touch football officials are st
being sought by ihtramurals
rector Dan Unruh.
"We would like to obtain an
tire roster of officials so RS to t.
able to send out assignment,
Unruh said, adding that officiate
would be much easier this seas
because all the games will
played on the eight new fie..
across from Municipal stadium
Students who are interested
, the 52-pengame job should c,
tact Unruh in N1G121 as soon ,
possible.
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for the entire school year with
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NEW AUTO INSURANCE
ANNOUNCED
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Sheaffer’s all -new cartridge
fountain pen
For smooth, easy writing, there’s no sub.
stitute for a Sheaffer fountain pen.
Loads likes rifle with leakproof cartilages
of world famous Skrip writing fluid.
Fills quick, clean, easy...just drop
Skrip cartridge into barrel.
Fits easily into a shirt pocket ...comes in
a choice of five smart colors.

Redd,

sinned nias. ape 22

folon l.inbdll
pen

25 SECOND PRIZES

keep at

rl,nd when Ku., 0 vv,

tome.

Cal or aeries for Ion Inforrninka
i. GEORGE It CAMPBELL,
$ee Miele Ass.. assse.sis
itrgent
(dor ne Mehl)

IT’S EASY TO ENTEREASY TO WIN! HERE’S ALL YOU DO
8.1
Just tell In III 2r. ,14 min or let.. What you like now about
all -new $2.95 Cartridge Fountain Pen. Write your entry in ink on
any sheet of paper. enclose it with the top from a package of Skrip
cartridges, and mail it to, Sheaffer "Pen Money" Contest, P.O.
Box 4199, Chicago 77, Illinois. Entries accompanied with your
name, ffddtess, school name and class must be received by
_November 7. 1961.
Entries will be judged on the basis of their believability and
freshness of thought. Judges’ decisions are final and all entries
become the property of the W. A. Sheaffer Pen Company. None
will be returned. In ease of ties, duplicate prizes will be awarded.
Every college student in the United States may enter, except
employees of W. A. Sheaffer Pen Company, its subsidiaries, its
advertising agencies... the independent company judging entries
...and members of their immediate families. Contest subject to
federal. state and local regulations.
Winners will be notified by mail approximately four weeks after
contra) clones. List of winner* available after close of contest if
request is accompanied by stamped. self addressed envelope.

SPECIAL!
LIMITED TIME ONLY
Pen and 98c worth
of Cartridges FREE
$3.g3 Total Value for

’295
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Spartans, Winless Rams Clash Tomorrow
Night; Cadile, Burton Still on Sidelines

Bears, Indians
Prepping For
Saturday Games
BERKELI ’ :Pt
California"
number one ,iu:,rterback. Rand)
Gokt, will he ready for his fits!
game of the season Saturday whet.
the Dears meet Missotni at Columbia. Mo.
Gold has ben tail of action thus
far this season with a knee injury
The Bears worked out two hours
Wednesday, polishing o.fensite
plays and shortng up their defense.
*
*
*
STANFORD t
The Stan- ’
football
team
ford
workel out for.
almost dire hours u vier the lights
Wed nesdaj night in prep/it at ion
for Saturday ’s game with Michigan
State in Michitrin.
Thirty-nine gridders left Yesterday for East Lansing, Mich. The
Indians only doubtful starter is
halfback Larry Royce. who recently had a tooth pulled.
SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
& HAIR DRYER
HOU, 6 on, to 11 p

ss
I

PRETTY GRIDDERVicky McBride is caught as she walks across
campus with a football in tow. She says the "never misses a
game." Vicky is the wife of varsity football guard Ron McBride.
What’s it like to cook for a big hunk of ball player like Ron? "He
wouldn’t miss a meal for anything! If he s going to be on the
road or fishing, he has me fix him a lunch so he won’t be far
from food."

Ed’s Laundromat
497 N. 1351.

the
Go!

S.

CAR
COATS
Iron)12 97

For most fashion
mileage, come
choose frcm our
cozy and casual
car coats ...
wcrmly line?, and
smartly styled.
A big selection.
Sizes 6-18

Potetd-a
41%,

L
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Erst

I touoicid yA,.,it ill
al
ankle in the Arizona State game. Iii’. halfbacks than the till yards
presented.
that they got at Idaho.
rushing
The Rams 1111 VC dropped three
Folic songs, calypso singers, p,
straight games in a rim. They
The green and gold Rams, run- ular vocalist Pat Travis. a guai.
lost to Utah 40-0, Arizona 214-18. ning from the conventional T-for- trio and cornim, and a special .
and Arizona State 14-it.
mation, have 14 returning lettet- sical satiety production I I
According to Bob Jones. who men. Some of the newcomers that a Can-Can line with 20 iH
scouted the Rams in their recent should provide trouble for the be presented on the 50-yaici ,t..
loss to the Sun Devils, the Rains Spartans are tackle Dick York, according to Bob Bronztin. SJS
are improving with each game and and quarterback LeRoy Gutierrez athletic director.
will he plenty tough.
who hails from San Jose. York
With all this hot entertain/neg.
According to Mullison, the Rams hails from the Sacramento area.
before the game the fans
Stan
will definitely he up for this game
Fans attending the game will to see a thrilling contest. It
1
Both tackle Jim C’stdile andi and arc hoping to break their los- watch the Spartans tiy to shake legos is up to form and the Kw,
flankerback Mack Burton are ing streak.
off the Idaho loss. With Stanford, backs come through like the I:,..
hampered his Injuries and prob- , The Spartans, still stinging (tom Oregon, Washington State, and backs did in the Vandal game.
ably ssIll not Set‘ tiny action ,a 27-18 defeat from the hands of Arizona State among the big teams Jose should easily top the
against the Rallis unless Titch- Idaho, have been working hard all
If the Spartans don’t ect th.
still facing the SJS eleven, they
week in all phases of the grid
enal feels they are ready" to go.
must start playing the rugged breaks and play a game !
game.
good football they are known for. Idaho Vandal second ha
Leading the Spartan eleven will
will be hard put to contain
the
espects
Titchenal
Coach
e senior signal caller Chnn Galis expected and building Colorado St....
crowd
capacity
A
than
better
much
to
play
team
legos. Galk,.gos is the leading colfor the game Saturday. The SJS team.
legiate passer in the nation. He has they did at Idaho. Although not
Here are tentative ST.,,
fans wiy get an added treat
garnered 435 yards and Use TD’s allbing. Titelfenal slated that the
when is special musical revise, ups for both teams:
in 36 completions in 54 pass at- trip took something out of the
starting In the stadium at 11:45
tram. He definitely experts to
SLIS
COLORADO
tempts.
p.m., will feature student and Oscar Donohue LER
get a better performance from
Ted (Was
Backing up Gallegos will be hard
Leon Donohue LTK
C. Thresit
hitting fullback Johnny Johnson.
LtiR
Bill SIctirath
Nick Kehl;
and halfbacks Larry Doss and Torn
; Hank Chattiness C Hiram GeTriis
Doslak.
Mil.
John Sutro
T. Pordem
Although the Colorado Rams feaMau; it.
I Wait ’,frothy.% KTI.
ture a running game primarily
EEL
B ti
Dave (’bald
They will counter with a fine passQ Bob
(’lion Gallegos
er their own. Bob Berringer has
Larry Doss
LIIK A.IlmitackiiL
completed 24 passes of 49 attempts
Tom Doslak
RIM DAV.
t
for 154 yards to tie for the lead
Johnny Johnson I.
Ish
-4 ,
.n passing in the Skyline confer’flee,
( II SILTER ’it t 7! i
Coach Don "Duffy" Mullison will
field two hard charging alternate
1110:V11;1.:AL
units which have averaged 3.5
treat Canarliens apii
6 ue-ipc.V
yards per carry. The Rams will be
! Maple Leafs are the
without the services of their top
members of the Nation.,
IAsigue.rr huh
ball carrier Ken Hines. The hard
Pity the poor freshman coach, Robert Jones.
running halfback has averaged 5.1
At varsity home games, head coach Bob Titchenal marches hisl
yairis per carry. He injured his
gladiators into Spartan Stadium before a crowd of screaming, stomp-1
Progreizive Mail(
ing, whistling and yelling football nuts that number in the thousands.i
% SO. 3RD CV 4-26:’
charges
at
a;
to
display
his
forced
hand,
is
other
on
the
Jones,
3 P.1.4. to 7 PIA DAIL,
his
Coliseum.I
Angeles
as
the
looks
as
big
Stadium
time when Spartan
GUITAR LESSONS
-1
of
parents,
girl
consist
crowds
that
Jones’ boys play football befote
Folk and Popu.er
friends and students who have discovered a quiet place to study.
Occasionally the still air is split with the delighted shriek of a
girlfriend or a roaring "At ta.boy!" from Dad.
TV & RADIO REPAIRS
Jones will agree that larger crowds would inspire the team to
greater heights, but appears to realize that it would take a herculean
Used Sets For Soh
While most students simply run promotion job to draw a thousand people to see the !rush play.
PAYLESS TV
This is not to say that the froth do not have a good ball club.
clown to the corner store to buy
Cl 5 5520
716 N 4511
,their watermelons, there are 45 In their opener last Tuesday. Santa Clara University’s junior varsity
SJS trackmen who plan to gallop nipped the SJS frosh to the tune of 13-8. "We made too many misfour miles tomorrow at 4 p.m. just takes and didn’t capitalize on the advantages that we had," explains
for a slice of the red and green, Jones.
We Specialize in Corsages
len-of-seeds ft
and Bouqueis for
Besides handling the reins of the freshman squad, Jones plays an- eAccording to cross-country coach
Campus One: sent
,
other
this,
vital
role
in
the
local
football
program
...
he
scouts
teams
fOr
entries
in
all
45
Miller.
Dean
the first annual Watermelon Run, the varsity coaching staff.
"I’m scouting the Stanford-Michigan State game for Bob lTitchhaxe a "great spirit." and will be
going all out to claim some of the enal I tomorrow evening at East Lansing, Mich." Deep overtones of
grief crept into his voice as he outlined his flight schedule. "I leave
"carload of v,atermelons."
Miller predicts that xarsity men the San Francisco airport at 11:15 tonight and arrive in East Lansing
Ben Tucker, Horace White. Rod at 9 Saturday morning. It won’t be so bad coming home, though;
Davis, Allen Anetsky, and Jeff leave Chicago at 10 a.m. Sunday, and clue to the time zone change.
Fish. as well as freshmen Tom land in San Francisco at 11 a.m."
l0th & Santo CIA’s
CV 2-0462
Incidentally, this will be the second time Jones has scouted StanTulle, Dan Murphy, Jim II:dmonson, Ron Stave. and Jeff McClain ford 1"We always try to have two reports on all the teams on the
will pi ovine most cf the competi- schedule -I. and his observations lead one to believe that the Spartan,
will be in for a rough time on Oct. 14. "They just look good." he says
tion
Jones was asked if the frosh squad uses exactly the same playt,
The jaunt will begin and end at
the varsity uses. "We naturally use the same standard formation
Spartan Stadium,
the varsity, but we have had to make minor adjustments for individual reasons. We have some plays that the varsity does not use, and
vice versa."
By ED LEVINE
With three games under their
belt and the roughest part of their
schedule yet to come, the SJS
Spat tan gridironers face the Colo
ratio Stale Rants tomorrow night
at Spartan Stadium. The kickoff is
slated for 8 p.m.
Due to injuries and a lx)or showing by the halfbacks in the Idaho
:ame. Coach Titchenal has juggled
ia starting lineup.

Never Misses Meal,
Says Wife of Guard
(Editor’s Note. This is th second made mistaki,
i (sailed
nine -part series dealing with this that for good luck Ron "tapes his
of
lives and roles of SJS football players’ socks up before every game."
wives.)
Around the house he "talks,
watches, reads and lives football,
By MICKEY MINTON
"I’ve never seen him miss it Vicky said. "I enjoyed football
meal," declared the petite redhead much more before Ron and I we.
with the sparkling green eyes and married." the 22-year-old
wife confided.
generous smile.
This was Vicky, the 21 -year-old
When asked if she looked ti,r
aafe of SJS arsity toethall guard ward to Itan’s graduation, sh
Ron McBride. reflecting on what
replied, "I like thi. college III,:
f t’s like to cook for the 5-1C. 200- we’re basing fun. I think I’d
pounder.
like to go back to s(’hocl," she
continued. "if I grit a chance."
"When he’s on tiaining table
"Ron wants to coach high school
where he eats most of his meals
vith the other players my food after he’s gi actuated next year."
hill is about $7 a week," Vicky ex-. Vicky reported. "I want to see him
plained. "But when he’s eating at, coaching since he loves kids and
’tome it’s ahniit 525 a ssrek."
works with them ro
’He’s sort ef is health fan-tlic."
The Ms_FiriJcs will have R bait . ball player ci cheedeacler of their
Vicky went on. "He always
at Iraq eight hours of sleep a own the end of November, Vicky
night and often ten. Oh ye’," , said. "I think Ron kind of ’wants
she added. "he tits-. %Mullins a boy. but I’ll take any style."
every di.v, too."
Mis. Mt Beide, Ron
Aenorihrez
As tor Ron ’s grid Me. % ky said "studies a little hit evcry CiPY. I clo
he takes football Set ’tan:1)n "If he a lot typing for him and ask him
feels they’ve lost because the other questions when he’s studying for
team outplayed them, he doesn’t a test. so I think I heti him a
;eel as had as when he thinks he’s little," she concluded.

MIKE
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tc5 ENT SOUTH FOR REST. BEACH SO CROw2E9 I COULDN’T
&E.1" ANY. HEAR2 SCREAM. THEN A.NOTHER . AFTER.
THIRD SCREAM I GOT SUSPICIOUS. f-j-ARTE2 TO
INVESTI GATE.

IT WAS LIFEGUARP, HET) TRIED TO RESCUE
DROWNING WOMAN. BUT SHE STUCK A
HATPIN IN IIIS INNER TUBE.

LIFEGUARD TOLD ME THIS WAS 10th
ATTEMPT TO KILL HIM. FROM THIS EVIDEN..0
2 CONCLUDED HE WASN’T VERY POPULAR.
STARTED LOOKiNG FOR CLUES. FOUND A WOMAN’S
ROLL-ON DEODORANT IN HIS BEACH BAG.

7-1

IT WAS HIS. NO WONDER HE WAS UNPOPULAR
GAVE HIM BOTTLE OF MENNEN SPRAY
ODORANT... HARDEST-WORK1NG, LONGEST
LASTING SPRAY A MAN CAN USE . GETS
HROUGH TO THE SKIN. wORK5 ALL
DAY. AF TER THAT, I GOT PL-ENTy OF REST.

Fria
FINNFO F
EA12t-

Trackmen Gallop
Tomorrow in First "
’Watermelon Run’

Baknuis
Flower
Shop

49ers Waiting
For L.A. Rams;
Surprise Due?

REDWOOD CITY CPI iThe
San Francisca., Fca ty-Ninet may
come up with a new batch rt. :orprisc!: Ichen they face
AI-11;212S
Sunday at Kezar Stadium,
The Prospectors continued secret
drills at their r.ractice field here
yesterday. Coach Red Hickey has
had a screen erected inn top of the
25-foot high hoard fence sat rounding the field to keep spies ’away.
Secret wmkouts ate 1:c:coming
almost as much a easel, Red Hie-1
key trademark as the shotgun of.
the spread lagmation h
the guar terbark lines up fem behind the center with
other hacks all Hankers. Last Sir
day. as San Francisco tlitzLA
ttoil 49-0. Hickey revolved tilt..
’pun terhacks in the tailloick si .
(each Hickey was takine a. I’
a grain of salt repot is that Ra!
quarterhack Zeke Brat kowski n.
iniss Sunday’s game bet ause if
iniured ankle. He said he is 1)1’,
paring his teams on the amsumpt
that Bratkovvski will be in to
armor Sunday.

COME& ENJOY THE FUN
SACK IN OFFICE. PHONE RANG. ir WAS
LIFEGUARD. SINCE USING MENNEN SPRAY
MEV HAP TO RESCUE 407 P1’owww6 WOMEN.
WANTED TO COmE NORTH FOR A REST.

MENNENS AVAILABLE AT

Spartan Bookstore
Right On Campus

PLAY GOLF
Refreshments at Smock an.
FOOTLONG HOT DOGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Josie’s Miniature
18 Hole Golf
ltli S Sontu Clue.

The tall frosh mentor heaps praise on his staff of line coach
Chuck Innes, backfield coach Fred Blanco. and flanker back and end
eciach Mery Smith. Blanco was it varsity regular last season for
Titchenal.
Five members of the (rush squad have cauelit Jones’ eye thte,
far. Mike Rorke. an all -city signal caller ft urn St. Ignatius High Setas,1
in San Francisco; center Mike Chi istensen from Upland: quarterback
Hinano Kaumehciwa, the all -stater from Hawaii: 250-pound John
Waggener, a tackle. and Mike Welch, another huge 12201 tackle from
Downey. "These boys are all outstanding varsity prospects." emphasizes Jones.
Jones came to San Jose State in 1937 after being named "Coach
of the Year" in the Peninsula alea, while he was athletic director
and
football coach at Cublierley High School in Palo Alto. He compiled
a 29-6-1 record before coming to SJS.
"I certainly ant pleased with the spirit on this year’s ball club"
he concludes. "normally the spirit on a flush football team
isn’t tcx,
good, but these boys have a lot of desire, and are working
real hard."
.
Its. lucky is the freshman football coach, Robert
Jones

! 111111111
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SANDWICHES
1 for 15, 2 for 2311 i I

. . L.;
1:11111

Nanoloolfas you will note
o pt his hand lurked inside of
When his friends asked, ’ Mog I
Qu’estre.que c’est have you
He replied "C’esi won

SWINGLINE
STAPLER
no bigger than
a pack of gum!

Cold Drink. . .
:111(1

1)(’*40’11.,

WESLEY SANDW11111 S1101)
482 E. Sail

.ii.

Unconditionally Guaranteed
Made in America!
Tot 50 refills always available!
Buy it at your Stat,Onnry,
variety or bookstore deslert
S3t0t;l14,1;ne: ifte.
1.01, 1614111a C.ity 1. New tors
now", 1.411,
0,011..1
rso. 7,.0.1%
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The ,World Series:
Could
Cincy Evens It Up; Ford
Rewrite Old
Joey Jay Stops N.Y. Ruth Mark

run hi.,
to first blisentan Gor1.t.ir IL PETERSEN
don ( irklaulli in the top of the
UPI Sports Editor
inning and temporarily tied the
NEW YORK (UPI) The Cinscore at 2-2.
cinnati Reds evened the World
Ralph Terry, a 16-game winner,
Series at one game all yesterday
when they humiliated the New was the losing pitcher and he conYork Yankees 6-2 behind the four- tributed to his own downfall by
failing to cover the plate on a
sit pitching of big Joey Jay.
passed ball, allowing the tie-breakA crowd of 63,083 on this Indian
ing run to score.
sununer afternoon saw the usually
After that, the Yankees fell
impeccable Yankees commit three
glaring errors to enable the Reds apart, even with their peerless regame de- lief ace. Luis. Arroyo, on the
to avenge their opening
feat and send the Series to Cin- mound.
cinnati. where the next three
The game was scoreless going
games will be played on Saturday, into the fourth inning and with
Sunday and Monday.
one out, Frank Robinson hit a

I Friday, Octal," 13, 1961
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Spartan Daily Grid Selections

Houk Lauds
Ford, Boyer
In Yank Win

"bird at Mich. St.
4
at Missouri
rtregon at MIMI.
I ( 1..% al Ohio St.
Idaho at OSI
Colo. St. at 95.15
loan at

t’St

Tekas
Pr, at Wash.
N.D. at Purdue
Utah St. at Wyo.
Arms at Mich.
(ha. Tx./.11 al
49er’s at Kum.
Packers at t oils

NEW YORK (UPI,
Whitey
Whitey
NEW YORK r UPI,
Ford, the bartender’s son with ice
water chasers for blood, had a Ford’s masterful two-hit pitching.
number of them on the World blended with a pair of solo homers
Series "house" yesterday.
and some eye -popping defensive
The stubby blond, who will be play summed up the New York
32 years old 16 days hence, owned Yankees’ 2-0 opening game World
three new series records after Series victory over the Cincinnfiti
shutting out the Cincinnati Reds, Reds.
2-0, in the first game of the
"Just say Mr. Ford and Mr.
classic. It never was easier because only one of three Red base Boyer," Yankee Manager Ralph
Houk remarked after the game.
runners got to second base.
"And, of course, those two home
And, when he makes the IGPCruns."
ond start, the chunky Whitey
gets a shot at another mark.
Ford, 32 -year-old Nett York
It seems appropriate, in a year clutch Pitcher who had a 25-4
in
which
the
Yankees
are
taking
record during the regular graJay, a 21 -game winner, throt- simple ground hall to Cletis Boyer,
tled the noted Yankee power ex- the Yankee third baseman who was dead aim on one of their old ben, gave Luis Arroyo the afterheroes
the
immorfal
Babe
Ruth
noon off with a brilliant per.
cept for Yogi Berra, who hit his the fielding star of the opening
formative in which he struck out
12th series home run in the game. Boyer let it bounce off his - that the next one Whitey will
try
to
grab
belongs
to
the
Bamshe batters and permittedonly
fourth inning. It offset a home chest for an error.
bino.
one of
incinnati’s three base
Coleman took a strike and
Roger Maria didn’t match the runners to react] sec
I.
then lined the ball into the right
legendary Sultan of Swat’s 60
field bleachers over the auxiliary
It was Ford’s third consectitili
homers in the 154 game limit
scoreboard for the first (Induthis season but, when the year World Series shutout and his
lt:1H home run of the aeries.
Only $272
ended, he had belted 61 for a new eighth win in series competition
The Yankees got those two back
all-time one-season total. And ail-1 He is 2 2-3 innings short of the
in a hurry when Roger Marts, who
ing Mickey Mantle, who missed all-time series mark of ’29 2-:i conset a new major league record for
the first game of the series, is secutive scoreless innings set by
home runs with 61, walked after looking for two series homers to Babe Ruth when he was a pitcher
trying to bunt his way on. Berra surpass Ruth’s mark of 15 in ser- for the Boston Red Soi in 1916
drove Jay’s second pitch into the ies play.
and 1918. And his eight victories
bcorationo
right field stands to tie the score.
Now Whitey has one within top the previous mark he shared
But that was the end for the his reach to go with the three with .former Yankee Red Ruffing
or All
Yankees and the underdog Reds he racked up Wednesda y. and Attie Reynolds.
iceasions
regained the lead their next turn Those in his series bag include
Ford completed only 11 gam.,
at bat.
his unprecedented eighth win, during the regular season-- and
removing him from a tie with owed much of his brilliant record
BOUQUETS
-OSSAGES
former Yankee aces Red Huffing to Arroyo’s relief pitching- leo
and Attie Reynolds; six more Wednesday’s cool weather
strikeouts for a new overall
right down his alley. Singles by
murk .69 In the classic, and a Eddie Kasko in the first inning
CY 5-1130
175 Taylor
record 15th start.
and Wally Post in the fifth were
But that shutout - added to a the only Cincinnati hits.
Expert German Watchmaker
against Pittsburgh last year"Sparta Presents," one hour of pair
Jim O’Toole. the handsome
CL 14334
gives him 27 consecutive shutout
musical variety entertainment,
young Cincinnati starter, pitched
days just
Back
in
the
innings.
will be presented tomorrow at 6:45
a good game in his own right
after World War I, when Ruth
pm. prior to the San Jose Statebut was tagged for a herner hy
and hadn’t yet
pitcher
was
a
colorado State game at Spartan
Elston Howard in the fourth
turned to hitting homers, the Babe
Stadium.
Inning and another by Bill
hurled 29 2-3 consecutive scoreless
Included in the show will be the
Skowron in the slyth.
innings.
third act from the "Gus Lease
He had a break,. of course, in
"I knew I was getting near it,"
Show" which toured western miliFord grinned after his two-hitter the fact that Micky Mantle didn’t
tary installations during the sumscoreless play but he demonstrated his skills
three
Sunday where
mer. Dr. Lease and associate proframes will give him this added by retiring home run king Roger
ducer David Lindstrom are memMans four times without letting
mark.
bers of the SJS music department.
"But," he cautioned, "I’m not him hit a ball out of the infield.
a
featuring
Scene,
The Hofbrau
going to worry about Ruth’s
drinking song from "Student
record. If I break it. I break it.
a
song,
Prince," an Italian street
I’m Just going to try not to
Spanish dance, a can can number,
think about it."
a fan dance, a Russian Cossack
Everything we n t swimmingly
dance and "Hey, Daddy/’ comfor the pudgy-faced Long Islander
prise the act.
as he gave up only two hits and
one walk. "My change up wasn’t
any good out there," he insisted,
"’u’..............
"and that’s what Ed Kasko hit
for a single in the first inning.
But my control was good and my
three pitches, fast ball, slider and
tposlieri
ectittai Per/et-111r
curve, all were working good."
One of the new longer sweaters.
This bulky keit cardigan is as outstanding with skirts as if is with
tapered pants. Black, white, bone,
Reserved seat, general admisLotev
red, blue, oxford gray.
sion and children’s ticket* for
Flannel tapered pants in cermet,
the San 41~ State-Colorado
black, magenta and gray. Variations
on these colors in muted patterns.
State football game Saturday
night in Spartan Stadium will be
on sale starting at I p.m. Saturday on the Seventh street side
of the staxilum.
Resierked seats cost $3. general admission $1.50 and children
511 cents.
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Water Poloists
Play Indians
,,tuti

ill, oft u VitirSilY

season at Stanford today in
what promises to be two of the
stiffest contests of the year.
The varsity tiff is scheduled for
3:30 p.m., with the frosh game to
follow at 4:30.
The home SJS water polo Seagets under way tomorrow
when Foothill college invades the
Spartan pool for a 10 dm, game
frosh contest follows at 11.

son

Coach Walton predicts victory
for his varsity over the perennially
strong Indians. while tat in’ the
trash game a "toss-up,"

HOLD THAT LINEColorado State Ram Hiram DeFries will be
starting at center for the visitors tomorrow night at the stadium.
DeFries hails from Honolulu. He is a sophomore at Colorado
State. The burly lineman has been one of the standout performers
for the Rams in their first three games of the season.

Officials Needed
For Football

HEAR
YE!

Touch football officials are
being sought by ihtramuraLs
rector Dan Unruh.

(In GAS

and 011.

SAHARA OIL CO.
and

Sel

William

NOW OPEN
COME SEE THE BIG
SELECTION FINE JEWELRY
Special Discount
to Ail SY: Students

"We would like to obtain an
tire roster of officials so as 1,,
able to send out assignmety L7nruh said, adding that official .
would be much easier this se:,
because all the games will
, played on the eight new fields
I across from Municipal stadium.
Students who are interested in
the $2-pergarne job should contact Unruh in NIG121 as soon as
possible.
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2 FIRST PRIZES OF $100 A MONTH

/I!

Winners tone man and
one woman student, will
receive a check for $400
on Dec. 15th and $1 04) a
month beginning in January and ending in May.

some of the things to keep in

Sheaffer’s all -new cartridge
fountain pen
For smooth, easy writing, there’s no sub.
stitute for a Sheaffer fountain pen.
Loads like a rifle with leakproof cartilages
of world famous Skrip writing fluid.

25 SECOND PRIZES

Fills quick, clean, easy...just
Skrip cartridge into barrel,

of a new Philco
transistor radio

drop

Fits easily into a shirt pocket.,. comes
a choice of five smart colors.

in

SPECIAL!

IT’S EASY TO ENTEP -EASY TO WIN! HERE’S ALL YOU DO
Jo, tell us in 25 words or 14418, what you like moot abr.. - I l

all -new $2.95 Cartridge. Fountain Pen. Write your entry in ink on
any sheet of paper, enclose it with the top from a package of Ski-up
cartridges, and mail it to, Sheaffer "Pen Money" Contest, P.0
Boa 4399. Chicago 77. Illinois. Entries accompanied with your
name. Address, school name and class must be received by
November ’7, 1961.
Entries will be judged on the basis of their believability and
freshness of thought. Judges’ decisions are final and all entries
become the property of the W. A. Sheaffer Pen Company. Sassedt be returned. In coax’ of ties, duplicate prices will be awarded.
Every college student in the United States may enter. except
employees of W. A. Sheaffer Pen Company, its subsidiaries. its
advertising agencies.. the independent company judging entries
...and members of their immediate families. Contest subject to
federal. state and local regulations.
Winners will be notified by mail approximately four weeks after
contest closes. List of winner’, available after close of contest if
request is accompanied by stamped. self-addressed envelope.

c

mind when you’re wr,t,-,g about

LIMITED TIME ONLY
Pen and g8c worth
of Cartridges FREE
$303 Total vl’uc for

$295
SI:IEAFFEKS
4/

2-9179

Friday, October 6. 1961
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!Scribe Discovers Myths
1Continue To Prevail
Throughout Modern Spain

Hurricane Frances Pounds Atlantic,
Written Off as Threat to U.S.
iliirricalic. to tile United States and it was
NI1AMI il.P1)
Frances pounded the open At Ian- not expected to pass closer than
tic with her 90-mile-an-hour winds, 200 miles to Bermuda.
today on a northward course expected to bend farther away taw
the U.S. mainland.
At 6 a.m.. EDT Miami weath.
athisory said the hurricane w
expected to move toward th,
north-northeast at about 12 mile,
per hour for the next 12 hour,
and then turn more toward the
northeast at a slightly faster rate.
The hurricane was located about
5.50 miles east of Cape Canaveral.
Fla.

Its

’Cycle’ Summer
Spells Adventure
For SJS Student

((’ontinued from Page 1)
i "Many times we left the road
I for the desert because it was an
improvement over the road." Manuel said; "Some of the rivers
have no bridges. and we had to
Frances was moving on a
northerly course at 14 miles per cross them by finding a shallow
spot."
hour. Weathermen predicted the
Manuel asserts that he and
hurricane would turn more toward
, Girado are the first to cross the
the northeast during today and
Andes on motorcycles over this
pick up forward speed.
pass. called White Wind pass beThe weather Bureau wrote off cause of the many snow storms
Frances Wednesday as a threat there.
I "It took us eight hours to travel
the 90 most dificult miles. and all
we saw of other life was a couple
bones." said Manuel.
Just over the summit, Manuel’s
cycle broke down, and had to be
towed 60 miles by the other cycle.
The San Jose ch,ipter oi the Within 200 miles of Buenos Aires
Islamic society will meet at 7 the boys had four flat tires bep.m. Sunday at the International tween them, which increased their
Student Center. according to impatience. They hadn’t been
Habib Bassirt director general of home to see their parents for M..
the chapter.
years.
"They had a welcoming recepSayed Razi of Pakistan. and
Kazi Fawal from Lebanon. will tion for us at a country club."
speak. Prayer in Islam will be the said Manuel, "and we were there!
topic of a pane! discussion group. a full 15 minutes before I realized
All of the society’s meetings are ithat the motor on my bike was
open to the public, according to I still running."
Manuel said " the immensity.
Bassiri. He especially urges students interested in the humanities I the silence, the loneliness of crossand in Middle Eastern affairs to ing the Andes" impressed him
I most.
attend
-

Society To Meet

At International

Student Center

PAM
Preeet

I tilted

()fames and Ii 1k. Don’t combine
(t
TURN GREEN
them.green. in Spain, or you
will turn
In fact, there if a saying
the
whole matter.
which ends
ostlrian thin
ngi i."es
" afterheremait,
T
for melons
and cherries. Never drink water
pathesm.
with them.
niards also say. "Hot
bread and strong wine can kill
the bravest man." They don’t
necessarily have to be eaten toN
e job.
gether to,diwot:it

MIXTElt
International

- "Yee000,
( UPI t
die," screamed the maid.
And I almost did - of fright.
I ’bopped the towel, almost
slipped on the soap, and "froze"
midstep in the bathtub.
Why did the maid scream?
To her, because of a Spanish
belief, I was about to take my
life in my hands by bathing too
soon after my last meal.
There is a belief in Spain that
one must never go. near water,
not even to soak your feet, until
MIXED’
at least four hours after eating.
Shell fish and hard liquor are
The water will hurt the diges- never mixed. Or if eaten together,
tion, the Spaniards assure you.
the works are quickly followed
by milk.
MANY MYTHS
There is a belief that milk is h
This is one of the many different beliefs a stranger encounters great softening
Many Spanish children auo.
t
after stepping on Spanish soil.
are
given .t
ly
milk
retfa
If you really want to give your n
waiter fits, order coffee with shell fish to make sure the fish are
softened enough to digest.
your shrimp.
A good many Spaniards will
.
It will ruin his day.
not eat meat before going to bed.
It will kill you for sure, he’ll
thinking it is too undieestible
tell you, and you can’t even talk
and will give them had dream.
him into watching you die.
Therefore, the Spanish medi
Th,ti. there’s the belief aboat
usually is light
- consisting
vegetables, and egg or some fish.
In the small peasant villages,
it is an absolute must that a
mother who has just given birth
Kappa Phi, Rose tea, St. Paul. to a child, have chicken broth
Methodist church, 3 p.m.
for 40 days.
Club of First Baptist
Tr-Cl
BATHS ABOLISHED
tohurch, meeting, Tri-C center, 3rd, Another ritual of this 40-day
and San Antonio, 9:45 a.m. and b
period: the new mother does not
MADRID

NAVY STEPS IN -The U. S. Navy became involved in the West Coast maritime strike
Wednesday, but efforts to end the 7 -day walkout made little headway. The Navy charged that
striking masters, mates and pilots were holding

Flying Twenty Inc.
Announces Board
The board of directors of the
Flying Twenty, Inc. for the fall
semester has been announced as
follows:
Tom West, president; Tom
Binckes. vice president of operations: Richard Ruth, vice president of maintenance: Eleanor
Waterfield. secretary: and Alan
Lee, communications officer,

up vital military supplies to Hawaii and the Far
East. The dispute erupted over refusal of the
striking union members to clear the freighter
Texas to carry military cargo.

Audubon Wildlife Film Series Starts
Oct. 23; ’Subantarctic Isle’ Is First
The

Audubon

wildlife

films,

a

of illustrated lectures presented at SJS. will begin
Oct. 23 with "Subantarctic Isle"
by Alfred M. Bailey at 8 p.m. in
Morris Dailey auditorium.
The series will include the showing of five wildlife films during
the year presented by the Santa
Clara Audubon society, the college,
and the National Audubon society.
Admission for students is $2 for
a season ticket and 50 cents for a
single admission. Children under
12, accompained by an adult, will
be admitted for 25 cents. Rates
for persons not associated with the
college are $5 for a family season
ticket
t 10 admissions) and 90
cents for a single admission.
Tickets may be obtained at
I S221, biology storeroom, or at the
box office befchv the program. Dr.
Arnold G. Applcgarth. chairman
national.series

Spa rtaguide

of the college Audubon, said.
In November, "Puerto Rico,:
U.S.A.," will be presented by Fran
William Hall: January, "Pika
County," Emerson Scott: March.
5:45 p.m.
"Heart of the Wild," Clevland P.
Grant; April. "The Shandon Hills." MONDAY
1111141/41111111E
1E11
, Asovial4.41
Eben McMillan.
The Audubon society, a non- dents, diseus.iiun meeting, E118,
profit organization which is dedicated "to the protection of all
natural resources- -wildlife, plants.
soil and water, was named after
John James Audubon, a niiiralistartist who painted early-American
wildlife scenes.
From funds earned through the
presentations last year. the college
branch of the socitey sent 16 students to a nature school at Death
Valley during Easter Vacation and
othernature school locations during the first three v%ceks of
summer.

If the family is too poor to afford a hen for the broth, a friend
lor the mayor of the town will
;present the family with one.
’p.m.
Speech and Hearing club, meetAnd there is many a small town
ing. SD234, 11:30 a.m. and 2:30 doctor who has shelled out money
’ to buy a hen for a new mother.
’ p.m.
-

PARTY TROUBLES SOLVED!
Orders to Go
Just Give Us a Call
ENCHILADAS
TAMALES
TACOS

EL FARO TACO BAR
CV 4-7468

674 N. 13th

LUCKY STRIKE
presents;
BACK IN ACTION -These 400 selected reservists from two anti-submarine squadrons and one
patrol squadron of the Naval Reserve will be
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They are a part of the 120,000 men recalled
for the military buildup now taking place
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r, VI, apartment.
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cali Ce 5.1997 after 6 p.m.

2 men share quiet opt. near college,
410 Margaret, Nn. 2.
Roo-

study, V P

pro

14.4
$45.

share P0011 2 -re.. apt. w/low
USC. Vdoge, G. Madson.
FranSlin CH 1 2353.
Male

’hare

No,
aokil.
It.. Couple 11)’’’’
193 51. Marlow Apts, 33 So, 6th. 0.AX 6.9380.

ii’er

’
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"I’d keep out of
I rush. That’s
the School of Pyrotechnics."

Unfurnishd studio apt. $37. Married stu
1,-10 only. Inco,oe 231 So. 3rd, Apt. 1.

to s’aro clup’es wi.h 2. 24 No.
Ned
e
’51 Chew.. qu et. clean, gel. tires. 74,000 1,4 s.,girl$30
mi. 5250. CY 2.5412.
For Mr,- -1 pnove suncle-’, beck yard.
1960 Vespa 125, 510 mi. Cal EL 6.174.
". -ov. s a
$335 sem. or In,.
a’fer 5 p.m.
w,tr, 0,00e1
sem. CV 53444,
usA 1959. red, w/w, R&H, lug. rar.k.
Help Wanted
sl. win. $1600. Call Sob CV 5-3237.
Ileby sifter,
’r
ours. 5 day
’59 Sprite, R&H, new top, tonneau & side week. 1
/2 & 1
years. 1430
curtains. $1275 or offer. CH 3-5393 after Whitton Ave S.J. After 6 p.m.
6 Pm
Campus and Area ropresaronooee full or
’54 Corlett,. Xlnt. cond. V-8. $1250.
&
party tours.
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.S
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CL 1.6555.
d/f,!/
BF 3 5788.
19135 Austin Healey, eecellent cond. Must
9n4 from srhool. Will help
sell. Ergine o hauled. Cell Karl at Need ride
pay gas. 2nd Ave. area. Redwood City.
CV 3.9973
EM 9-3635.
top, full pwr. $1950. 314
’1,757f.
,
Went to fens oar pool. Los Gatos to
S.
? e.epu,.. EL 4-2262.
s, A.I
’50 Plymouth. 67 000 ar.tual
46,cl. $290. AN 4-9849.
From car peel, Fre,rnt 9.30 cm daily.
01. 66154.
’57 Chevy cone. Nov top, p’glido and
sfr,rinri. $1195. CV 7.8307
RA. wanted, Arrive Stale 7:30 1.71
,
AAA, ’,On elAre CAA 3_54r,
Foot firS.
’qr.
1041
It 50,15
Miscell

Quiet mod. 1.bedrm. apt.

"Get a kid away from
home, send him off to
college, and right away,
look what happens."

"THE FRESHMEN"

’
,

3

end

up.

3 blks.

froml

"Hurry up. Harty.
You’ll be late
for the freshman
Smoker."

Th,s is your dormitory, !,A
Clyde. You’ll share it
with 19 other boys."

SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS, SENIORS: DON’T TREAD ON FRESHMEN! They
have been known to become employers. A freshman wants, above all, to be
inaugurated into your world. Walk him to class, teach him longhand, explain
how the Ph.D. wears his tassel, introduce him to Luckies (and tell him how
college students smoke more Luckies than any other regular). You’ll be a
bigger man, and you’ll be able to borrow Luckies from him any time.
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41 ’
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Three 1611MI ’end both apt nee, co’
2
man. $60. Avail. Oct. 26. CV 4.7451

Prsemels

Permanent heir removal. A I Naomi,Reefs fro men in approved house n../1, Peg E.,in.nir, 110
1%, Rot, 427 1
So
.
privileges garage. $30 per ms,
4 4437

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and

get some taste for a change!

Product (I- (11C.Ointm.fecot Zevtaarrajtoatr

julguro is our middle name"

